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Abstract
Building predictive models for information extraction from text, such as named entity recognition or the extraction of semantic
relationships between named entities in text, requires a large corpus of annotated text. Wikipedia is often used as a corpus for these
tasks where the annotation is a named entity linked by a hyperlink to its article. However, editors on Wikipedia are only expected to link
these mentions in order to help the reader to understand the content, but are discouraged from adding links that do not add any benefit
for understanding an article. Therefore, many mentions of popular entities (such as countries or popular events in history), or previously
linked articles, as well as the article’s entity itself, are not linked. In this paper, we discuss WEXEA, a Wikipedia EXhaustive Entity
Annotation system, to create a text corpus based on Wikipedia with exhaustive annotations of entity mentions, i.e. linking all mentions
of entities to their corresponding articles. This results in a huge potential for additional annotations that can be used for downstream
NLP tasks, such as Relation Extraction. We show that our annotations are useful for creating distantly supervised datasets for this
task. Furthermore, we publish all code necessary to derive a corpus from a raw Wikipedia dump, so that it can be reproduced by everyone.
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1. Introduction
Understanding factual knowledge from text data is a cru-
cial skill towards mastering several high-level NLP tasks,
such as Response Generation for conversational agents (Lo-
gan et al., 2019) or Question Answering (Yih et al., 2015).
Elements of factual knowledge can include the following
items:

• What are the entities in context?

• What is happening? Typically an event about how en-
tities are interacting with or related to each other or
what they are doing. (“John married Lisa“, “John was
born in New York City”)

• When is this happening? Events have a timestamp or a
period of time is attached. (“John was born on Novem-
ber 11th, 1976”)

Apart from these three elements, text can also contain other
numerical data, e.g. quantities with units, that express
something of interest and are not just a sequence of distinct
words as usually assumed in Language Modeling.
In order to achieve the task of extracting factual knowledge
from text or conversations, several subtasks have to be mas-
tered (either pipelined or in an end-to-end fashion):

1. Entity Recognition (ER) (Lample et al., 2016): Typi-
cally formulated as Named Entity Recognition (NER)
task aiming to find all named entities in text. Different
tagging schemes are possible, although the most com-
mon scheme is the CoNLL-2003 scheme (Sang and
De Meulder, 2003) with 4 classes: Person, Organi-
zation, Location and Miscellaneous (entities that are
related to entities from other classes, e.g. events).

2. Entity Linking (EL) (Sil et al., 2018): Linking known
entities to unique identifiers in a Knowledge Graph
(KG), such as Wikipedia1.

1https://www.wikipedia.org/

3. Co-reference Resolution (CR) (Lee et al., 2018): Find-
ing mentions of entities in text that refer to named en-
tities, such as he, she, it or the company, the prince.

4. Relation Extraction (RE) (Takanobu et al., 2019):
Finding interactions between entities either using a
fixed set of relations or words from text. For example,
potential relations to extract include family relations,
such as spouse or son of.

5. Creating a Knowledge Graph (KG): Assuming every
entity has a unique identifier attached (either from a
known KG or internally), a graph can be created using
the KG identifiers and the extracted relations connect-
ing them, using, for example, the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF)2.

Once created, the KG can be used for downstream tasks,
such as fact-aware language modeling (Logan et al., 2019).
However, corpora with labeled data including all of the
aforementioned subtasks are hard to come by since man-
ual annotation of entities (with KG identifiers, if available),
co-references and their relations to each other, is time-
consuming, and therefore only limited amounts of data ex-
ist. Typically, the higher level the task is, the less data is
available.
Our goal in this paper is to present WEXEA, Wikipedia
EXhaustive Entity Annotation, a system aiming to create
a large annotated corpus based on Wikipedia, which al-
ready contains millions of annotations (i.e. mentions in
text, linked to their article name in Wikipedia) created by
humans. We show that many more can be extracted to in-
crease the number of annotations per entity. This is crucial
for tasks such as RE, in which more context for specific
entities is desirable in order to create a KG with as much
knowledge about an entity as possible. We are applying an
extensive set of rules in order to create more annotations
through finding co-references of already annotated entities

2https://www.w3.org/RDF/

https://www.wikipedia.org/
https://www.w3.org/RDF/
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as well as finding entities that are not linked or do not exist
in Wikipedia. If conflicts appear (several entity candidates
for a single mention), we use a modified version of existing
neural-network-based Entity Linker for linking these men-
tions to their Wikipedia articles.
The corpus created with WEXEA can later be used in order
to extract datasets for RE using Distant Supervision (DS)
(Bunescu and Mooney, 2007; Mintz et al., 2009).
Our research contributions consist of:

• devising a new approach to exhaustively annotate all
mentions in Wikipedia to create an annotated text cor-
pus that can be more useful in downstream tasks, than
solely relying on already existing links or using an
NER and EL to find and link more mentions, which
introduces unnecessary errors;

• highlighting the usefulness of our approach for the
task of creating datasets for RE using DS. Many more
sentences, for more relations, can be extracted, follow-
ing our approach, than using a basic Wikipedia-based
corpus without additional annotations;

• providing a publicly available code base3 of WEXEA.
Whenever a new dump is released, a newly updated
corpus can be created.

It is possible to apply WEXEA to Wikipedia for all lan-
guages since only minimal language-dependent assump-
tions are made (only regarding frequent words starting En-
glish sentences). However, we only show the creation of
such a corpus based on the English version of Wikipedia.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2., Wikipedia and related statistics are presented. In
Section 3., we present related work, including similar cor-
pora based on the English Wikipedia. Section 4. describes
WEXEA and the steps necessary to create an annotated cor-
pus. In Section 5., we report experimental results indicating
why this corpus can be useful to the community. Section 6.
concludes the paper and introduces potential future work.

2. Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia that exists for 307 lan-
guages4 of varying content size. Table 2 shows statis-
tics about the 10 largest versions (the Swedish and Ce-
buano Wikipedias were largely created by a bot5). Al-
though Wikipedia exists for 307 languages, only ≈ 5%
of all Wikipedias contain more than 1,000,000 articles and
≈ 37% contain only 1,000 to 9,999 articles. Nevertheless,
Wikipedia is a Knowledge Base of impressive size with al-
most 6 million articles in the English version. This leads
to a huge potential for NLP research, as shown by Ghaddar
and Langlais (2017) for NER.
Wikipedia contains many more pages than articles, such as
redirect or disambiguation pages as seen in Table 3. In the
following, we explain certain features of Wikipedia and the
annotation scheme proposed for editors, which we deem
important for a proper understanding of our approach:

3https://github.com/mjstrobl/WEXEA
4As of 19 November 2019: https://meta.wikimedia.

org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lsjbot

Language Articles Edits Active editors
English 5,971,985 922,228,758 137,092
Cebuano 5,378,807 29,550,021 156
Swedish 3,745,430 46,482,187 2,520
German 2,366,596 192,825,026 19,260
French 2,156,551 164,189,535 19,649
Dutch 1,983,049 54,935,619 4,075
Russian 1,579,561 103,113,453 11,361
Italian 1,565,874 108,671,261 8,564
Spanish 1,558,170 120,965,543 18,299
Polish 1,369,738 57,787,765 4,308

Table 1: Statistics of the 10 largest Wikipedias.

No. articles Languages
1,000,000+ 16
100,000+ 46
10,000+ 84
1,000+ 114
100+ 37
10+ 0
1+ 8
0 2

Table 2: Distribution of number of articles and language
versions.

• Redirect pages: Wikipedia contains many redirect
pages, e.g. NYC or The City of New York referring to
the article of New York City. Editors can create these
pages through adding alternative names for an article
or they are created automatically, e.g. in case the name
of an article changes and therefore broken links can be
avoided through creating a redirect page.

• Disambiguation pages: Wikipedia contains many dis-
ambiguation pages, which are similar to redirect
pages, except they deal with mentions that are know-
ingly referring to several different articles. For exam-
ple, the disambiguation page of New York6 refers to a
whole list of articles including the city, state and many
sports clubs located in New York City or the state of
New York.

• Typically, entities are only linked once in an article
when they are mentioned first. Subsequent mentions
should not be linked anymore.7 In addition, pages do
not contain links to themselves, e.g. there is no link to

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:

Manual_of_Style/Linking

Page type No.
Redirects 8,440,863
Disambiguations (other) 189,124
Disambiguations (geo) 38,507
Disambiguations (human) 59,988

Table 3: Number of important pages other than articles.

https://github.com/mjstrobl/WEXEA
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lsjbot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
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the article of Barack Obama within itself, although he
is mentioned in there many times.

• Links can consist of two parts: (1) The article name
that the link refers to (mandatory), and (2) an alias
for that article since it is not always convenient to in-
clude the linked article’s full name. This could look
like the following link (following the linking scheme
of Wikipedia): [[Barack Obama|Obama]], resulting
in a hyperlink with anchor text Obama, linking to ar-
ticle Barack Obama.

• Links, in general, should help the reader to understand
the article and therefore should only be added if help-
ful (over-linking is to be avoided). This also means
that articles, most readers are familiar with, such as
countries, locations, languages, etc., are typically not
linked.

Wikipedia’s linking scheme aims for the best readability,
but in order to be useful for NLP tasks, more annotations
can be beneficial and we show in this article that it is pos-
sible to add more annotations automatically. Therefore,
WEXEA aims for an exhaustively annotated corpus, based
on Wikipedia. By exhaustively annotated we mean that all
mentions of entities, whether or not they have an article in
Wikipedia, and their co-references, are annotated.

3. Background and Related Work
There are two main lines of previous work that are impor-
tant to our method: (1) Datasets with annotations similar
to ours (mostly for NER) and (2) semi-automatically ex-
tracted datasets for Relation Extraction (RE) using Distant
Supervision (DS). Both are described below.

3.1. Wikipedia Annotated Corpora for NER
In (Nothman et al., 2008), entities in Wikipedia are classi-
fied into one of the CoNLL-2003 classes, i.e. Person, Or-
ganization, Location or Miscellaneous, in order to create a
large annotated corpus based on the English Wikipedia. Al-
ready linked entities are classified and additional links are
identified through the use of 3 different rules:

1. The title of an article and all redirects are used to find
more links of this article.

2. If article A is of type PER, the first and last word are
considered as alternative title for article A.

3. The text of all links linking to article A is used as al-
ternative title as well.

Their work is based on a 2008 Wikipedia dump. Co-
references such as he or she or others that can be used to
refer to certain entities are not considered, if not already in
Wikipedia (typically it is not the case).
Ghaddar and Langlais (2017) created the WiNER corpus
and follow a similar approach using a 2013 Wikipedia
dump. Their annotation pipeline mainly follows the one
of (Nothman et al., 2008), although conflicts (certain words
may refer to multiple entities) are resolved through linking
such a mention to the closest already linked article before

or after. While easy to implement, this rule does not hold
in general.
The resulting corpora of both systems are evaluated us-
ing common NER approaches and corpora, and showed
a slightly better result than training an NER system on
other typically smaller datasets. Even though both datasets
are publicly available, classifying entities into one of the
4 CoNLL-2003 classes introduces errors. Moreover, the
original annotations are removed and cannot be obtained
anymore. This removes valuable information, e.g. for cre-
ating distantly supervised RE corpora or training CR sys-
tems, since it is not clear which annotation refers to which
Wikipedia article.
The closest to our approach is the work of Klang and
Nugues (2018). It uses an Entity Linking (EL) system with
a pruning strategy based on link counts in order to keep
the number of candidates per mention low (after running a
mention detection algorithm). It also uses PageRank (Brin
and Page, 1998) combined with a neural network classifier
to link mentions to their Wikipedia articles. Furthermore,
articles with all linked mentions are indexed and visualized
online.8 The authors did not publish the code, and the data
is not downloadable, to work with it offline. Therefore, it is
not possible to compare against this approach. In addition
to that, co-references are not resolved.
Another similar but smaller dataset is the Linked WikiText-2
dataset from (Logan et al., 2019), which is publicly avail-
able9. It consists of only 720 articles (600 train, 60 dev,
60 test). It was created using a neural EL system (Gupta et
al., 2017) and a CR system (Manning et al., 2014) to gen-
erate additional annotations to the ones given by the editors
of the articles. However, using automatic tools introduce
additional errors, especially since both tools are trained on
non-annotated data. Conversely, Wikipedia can be consid-
ered as partially annotated data, and therefore it would cer-
tainly be beneficial to consider these annotations, as our
work and others in the literature suggest (Nothman et al.,
2008; Ghaddar and Langlais, 2017). The main issue with
using an Entity Linker in such an unrestricted way is that it
tries to link all mentions of entities, regardless of whether
they have an article in Wikipedia or not.

3.2. Distant Supervision
Another line of work, relevant to ours, is extracting datasets
from large text corpora for RE using Distant Supervision
(DS), a boostraping method that uses an existing knowledge
graph and a corpus of text to label sentences with relations.
Due to the lack of large datasets with entities as well as
their relations annotated, Mintz et al. (2009) proposed to
link entities in text corpora to their corresponding entries in
a KG, e.g. Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), and whenever
two entities that are linked in the KG appear in the same
sentence, this sentence is considered as expressing this rela-
tionship in some ways. They created a dataset with 10,000
instances and 102 Freebase relations using Wikipedia, al-
though entities are tagged with an NER and existing anno-

8http://vilde.cs.lth.se:9001/en-hedwig/ for
the English Wikipedia.

9https://rloganiv.github.io/
linked-wikitext-2

http://vilde.cs.lth.se:9001/en-hedwig/
https://rloganiv.github.io/linked-wikitext-2
https://rloganiv.github.io/linked-wikitext-2
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tations are ignored. The reported human-evaluated preci-
sion of the extracted instances is 67.7%. Using Wikipedia
annotations may help here, instead of relying on an NER.
Riedel et al. (2010), follow a similar approach, except that
their assumption is slightly different. Instead of assuming
every sentence expresses a certain relation, they hypoth-
esized that given a set of sentences mentioning two spe-
cific entities, at least one of them expresses the relation
of interest. They created an RE corpus based on the New
York Times Annotated Corpus10 with 430 Freebase rela-
tions. However, they run a manual inspection on a dataset
based on Wikipedia as well as the New York Times corpus
comparing the number of violations of the distant supervi-
sion assumption on three relations and found that it is a lot
less often violated in Wikipedia (≈ 31% vs. ≈ 13%). This
indicates that Wikipedia can indeed provide DS data for
RE systems and high-quality annotations presumably lead
to better extractions. As we show in Section 5., WEXEA
is capable of extracting many more relevant sentences than
only using Wikipedia without additional annotations.

4. Method
In this section we present WEXEA, which annotates as
many mentions as possible in Wikipedia articles.
In order to illustrate the problem that our approach aims to
solve, consider the following sentence from Tony Hawk’s
Wikipedia article11 (original annotations in blue):

“Tony Hawk was born on May 12, 1968 in San
Diego, California to Nancy and Frank Peter Ru-
pert Hawk, and was raised in San Diego.“

Apart from the entity “San Diego, California”, a few other
non-annotated mentions of entities appear in this sentence:
(1) Tony Hawk, the entity of the current article, (2) his par-
ents Nancy Hawk and Frank Peter Rupert Hawk (both cur-
rently not in Wikipedia), as well as (3) another mention of
San Diego, California. Therefore, if correctly annotated,
this sentence includes 5 mentions of entities, although only
a single one is already annotated.
In general, editors should avoid to link mentions if they re-
fer to entities that were already linked before or if they refer
to very popular entities, and linking them would not con-
tribute to understanding the meaning of a sentence12. How-
ever, WEXEA aims to exhaustively annotate all mentions in
Wikipedia in order to create an annotated text corpus that
can be more useful in downstream tasks, than solely rely-
ing on already existing links or using an NER and EL to
find and link more mentions, which introduces unnecessary
errors.
In order to achieve this task, it can be broken down into
several subtasks, including (1) dictionary generations for
linking mentions to articles, (2) initial annotations, (3) co-
reference resolution and (4) candidate conflict resolution,
which are described below.

10https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19
11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Hawk
12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:

Manual_of_Style/Linking

4.1. Dictionary Creation
We are focusing only on Named Entities (similar to (Ghad-
dar and Langlais, 2017)) and therefore we only keep enti-
ties and their articles that typically start with a capital let-
ter (considering the most frequent anchor text of incoming
links of an article).
The first step of our approach is to create the following dic-
tionaries that help with the initial Mention Detection (MD)
and EL, considering the hyperlinks that are added by the
editors of the article:

• Redirects dictionary: Wikipedia contains many redi-
rect pages, e.g. NYC13 or The City of New York14 re-
ferring to the article of New York City. These redirects
are useful alternative titles that, presumably, solely re-
fer to a certain entity (otherwise it would not be a redi-
rect page, it could be a disambiguation page instead if
several candidate articles are possible). Redirect pages
can be either created by an editor to provide alternative
titles or they are created automatically in case the title
of an article changes.15

• Alias dictionary: This is another dictionary containing
alternative names for articles, created through collect-
ing anchor texts of hyperlinks referring to an article,
e.g. U.S. and USA are both included in the alias dictio-
nary since they appear in other Wikipedia articles link-
ing to the article of the United States. Overlaps with
the redirects dictionary are possible, but typically the
alias dictionary contains more ambiguous aliases, e.g.
New York referring to the articles New York City, New
York (state) and many more. We only keep aliases that
start with a capital letter, since only these can refer to
Named Entities, and we ignore alias-entity links that
only appear once in Wikipedia, since these are often
not meaningful and can introduce unnecessary errors.

• Disambiguation page dictionaries: Wikipedia contains
many disambiguation pages, which are similar to redi-
rect pages, except they deal with mentions that know-
ingly refer to several different articles, e.g. the dis-
ambiguation page New York refers to a whole list of
articles including the city, state and many sports clubs
located in New York City or the state of New York.
Often, these disambiguation pages have a certain type
attached, mainly human16 for persons or geo17 for
geopolitical entities. In case the page contains several
types of entities, such as “New York”, it typically does
not fall under one of these two categories. However,
if it does, at least we can infer that the mention type is

13https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=NYC&redirect=no

14https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=The_City_of_New_York&redirect=no

15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Redirect

16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:
Human_name_disambiguation

17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:
Place_name_disambiguation

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Hawk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Linking
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NYC&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NYC&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=The_City_of_New_York&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=The_City_of_New_York&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Redirect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Redirect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Human_name_disambiguation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Human_name_disambiguation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Place_name_disambiguation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Place_name_disambiguation
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person or geopolitical entity, even if we cannot link it
to a specific article.

• We are ignoring stub articles18, which are articles that
are very short and do not contain a lot of information.
Usually, these are articles that are just started, but none
of the editors has taken a closer look into it, and there-
fore the expected quality could be lower than the more
popular and longer articles.

• Frequent sentence starter words: We collected a list
of frequent sentence starter words that should not be
considered for starting a mention at the beginning of
a sentence, similarly to (Nothman et al., 2008). We
used the PUNKT sentence tokenizer (Kiss and Strunk,
2006) from the NLTK Python package (Bird et al.,
2009) in order to tokenize each article and collect the
most frequent sentence starter words. We ended up
with a list of 1760 words that, if starting a sentence
and are not part of a multi-word mention, should not
be considered as entity mention that should be linked
to an article.

• We compiled a list of persons from the Yago KG
(Mahdisoltani et al., 2015) in order to figure out
whether an article refers to a person, in which case the
first and last word of the name can be also considered
as alternative name for that person, again, as done in
(Nothman et al., 2008).

• Often very popular entities, such as countries or cer-
tain events (e.g. “World War II”) are mentioned in
text without being linked. In order to link these men-
tions with high confidence we kept a dictionary of the
10,000 most popular articles (regarding the number of
incoming hyperlinks found in all of Wikipedia) that
can be linked to mentions, without being linked in the
text at all.

• Wikipedia contains many articles about given names.
We collect all articles for this dictionary through look-
ing for the categories “Given names”, “Masculine
given names” or “Feminine given names”.

4.2. Direct Mention Annotations
We apply a relatively extensive set of rules in order to an-
notate mentions in Wikipedia articles, compared to just 3 or
4 as done in (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2017) or (Nothman et
al., 2008). Apart from keeping the links corresponding to
articles mostly starting with capital letters, we are detecting
new potential mentions of articles using the following rules
(applied to text between already annotated mentions):

1. The first line of an article often contains mentions
of the article entity in bold, representing alternative
names and are therefore annotated with the article en-
tity.

2. At any time throughout processing an article, we are
keeping an alias dictionary of alternative names for

18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Stub

each linked article up until this point. This includes all
aliases in the alias dictionary, all redirects and first and
last word of an article in case it is a person. Since each
article is linked once by the author, when it was men-
tioned first, these alternative names can be searched
throughout the text after an article link is seen. If a
match is found, the found mention can be annotated
with the matching article.

3. We search for acronyms using a regular expression,
for example, strings such as “Aaaaaa Baaaaa Cccccc
(ABC)”, linking the acronym to the matching string
appearing before the brackets, which was linked to its
article before.

4. In general, all words starting with a capital letter are
detected as mentions, if not falling under the frequent
sentence starter rule.

5. Pairs of mentions detected that way are combined if
they are right next to each other or, if combined, are
part of the alias dictionary or consist of the following
words in between the pair of mentions: de, of, von,
van.

6. In many cases, the corresponding article for a men-
tion is not linked in the text before (or cannot even be
found in Wikipedia) and therefore the following rules
are applied in these cases:

• If the mention matches an alias of the current arti-
cles’ main entity and does not exactly match any
other entities, it is linked to it.

• If the article matches one of the 10,000 most pop-
ular entities in Wikipedia, the mention is linked
to this article.

• If it matches a disambiguation page and one of
the previously linked articles appears in this page,
the mention is linked to this article.

• If the mention matches an alias from the general
alias dictionary, it is linked to the most frequently
linked entity given the mention.

7. We also apply rules in case there are conflicts (more
than one potential candidate for a mention using pre-
vious rules):

• If all candidates correspond to persons (some-
times people with the same first or last names
appear within the same article), the person that
was linked with the current mention more often,
is used as annotation.

• If a mention matches an alias of the current arti-
cles’ main entity and more entities in the current
alias dictionary, these are discarded in case the
corresponding articles do not match the mention
exactly.

• Otherwise, in some cases conflicts cannot be
solved this way and EL has to be used (see Sec-
tion 4.3.).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Stub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Stub
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8. If no entity can be found these ways, the mention is
annotated as unknown entity or, in case a disambigua-
tion page matches, this page is used and it sometimes
contains the information that the mention corresponds
to a person or geopolitical entity.

4.3. Candidate Conflict Resolution
Even after applying the rules explained in Section 4.2.,
it is still possible to end up with multi-candidate men-
tions, which the following sentence (from Wikipedia19) il-
lustrates:

“Leicestershire are in the second division of the
County Championship and in Group C of the
Pro40 one day league.“

Leicestershire in this sentence refers to the Leicester-
shire County Cricket Club although an alternative candi-
date, which is exactly matching, would be Leicestershire20,
which was mentioned in a previous sentence within the
same article.
In order to resolve these conflicts we use the Entity Linker
from Gupta et al. (2017), as used for the Linked Wikilinks-2
dataset as well. The authors made the code and the used
models publicly available21. However, we only use the
Linker for multi-candidate mentions and not to find and link
all mentions (which leads to errors if a mention refers to an
entity that is absent in Wikipedia since the system always
finds a link) and we modified it in a way that it only consid-
ers our candidate set for linking, not the candidate set from
its own alias dictionary, since this set would include many
more articles that are presumably not relevant.

4.4. Co-reference Resolution
Co-references that are not named entities (do not start with
a capital letter), such as he or she for humans, the station
for Gare du Nord22 or the company for General Electric23,
should be linked as well. Our approach to achieve this is
explained below.
As mentioned before, CR systems work increasingly well,
although their performance is still far behind the perfor-
mance of, for example, NER tools (Akbik et al., 2019) (Lee
et al., 2018). We experimented with the state-of-the-art
system from (Lee et al., 2018), but there are two main is-
sues with it: (1) For long articles it takes several seconds to
process (AMD Ryzen 3700x, 64gb, Nvidia GeForce RTX
2070) and is therefore too slow to annotate approximately
3,000,000 articles within a reasonable amount of time. (2)
The model was trained in a fully open way, i.e. it has to find
all mentions of entities and create one cluster per distinct
entity, which is a very hard task. Whereas in our setting,
many mentions are already annotated and a system only has

19https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Leicestershire_County_Cricket_Club

20https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Leicestershire

21https://github.com/nitishgupta/neural-el
22https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gare_du_

Nord
23https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_

Electric

to figure out whether there are more mentions (non-named
entities) of the annotated entities in the article. Therefore,
we decided to use a simple rule-based system.
Our system for CR considers a small set of co-references,
depending on the type of entity. In order to find the type of
an entity, we use the Yago KG (Mahdisoltani et al., 2015)
in order to retrieve all types of each entity. Yago is a system
that links Wikipedia articles to a set of types, which consists
of Wikipedia categories, as well as words from WordNet
(Miller, 1995). In case an entity is not of type “person”, all
WordNet types are considered as co-references, with “the”
as prefix, e.g. the station (Gare du Nord) or the company
(General Electric). For persons, he, she, her, him and his
are considered as co-references. Also sometimes the arti-
cle name includes the type of an entity, which can be con-
sidered as a co-reference as well, e.g. the type of Audrey
(band)24 is band. This results in an initial dictionary with
zero or more co-references per article in Wikipedia.
In order to find out which of the co-references in the initial
dictionary is actually used, we simple searched and counted
each co-reference for each article. For example, we found
that General Electric has type company in Yago and the
company appears 19 times in its article. If a co-reference
appeared more than a user-defined threshold, it was ac-
cepted. For persons, we looked for he and she, and if one
of them appeared more than a threshold, the one appearing
more often was accepted. This includes his, him and her as
well, depending on the previous decision. We found setting
this threshold to 2 worked reasonably well. This resulted in
a dictionary of at least one co-reference for 825,100 entities
in Wikipedia.
Using this dictionary, we can add more annotations to our
corpus using the following procedure for each article:

1. Processing an article sequentially and whenever an
already annotated entity mention appears, all its co-
references are added to the current co-reference dic-
tionary.

2. The text in between two entities (or start/end of article)
are tagged using this co-reference dictionary, making
sure that only previously mentioned entities can be
used.

At any time, there can only be one entity attached to a cer-
tain co-reference, which effectively results in using the ar-
ticle matching a co-reference that appeared most recently
in the previous text. Mentions that do not have a Wikipedia
article, but were still annotated are classified into male or
female human or something else using the gender guesser
package25. We classify a mention as male, if there are no
female-classified words in the mention and vice-versa for
female mentions. Otherwise, the mention is not considered
for annotation.

5. Evaluation
Evaluating the quality of WEXEA’s annoations is difficult
since to the best of our knowledge a similarly annotated cor-

24https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audrey_
(band)

25https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leicestershire_County_Cricket_Club
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leicestershire_County_Cricket_Club
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leicestershire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leicestershire
https://github.com/nitishgupta/neural-el
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gare_du_Nord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gare_du_Nord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Electric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Electric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audrey_(band)
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Basic annotations WEXEA
Articles 2,952,439 2,952,439
Found mentions 64,654,332 265,498,363
Per sentence 0.38 1.56
Per article 21.90 89.93
Article entity per
article 0.93 12.7

Table 4: Annotation statistics for the Basic and WEXEA
corpora in absolute numbers (Articles and Found mentions)
as well as the average number of annotations per article, per
sentence and average number of article entities per article.

Entity pairs in DBpedia 6,651,996
Relevant triples in DBpedia 7,207,740
DBpedia relations 12691

Table 5: Statistics from DBpedia: Number of entity pairs
that can be considered for DS corpora based on Wikipedia,
triples in DBpedia containing these pairs and distinct rela-
tions linking them.

pus with manual exhaustive annotations does not exist and
therefore it is not possible to directly compare. However,
in this section we will show statistics collected from such
a corpus and the usefulness of a dataset, based on a corpus
generated by WEXEA, for the task of creating datasets for
RE using distant supervision.

5.1. Annotation statistics
We created two corpora that can be directly compared to
each other: (1) A Wikipedia-based corpus including all ar-
ticles that typically start with a capital letter (i.e. contain-
ing the same articles as the ones WEXEA extracts), with
only annotated entities by editors, including bold mentions
of the article entity in the first line. (2) The corpus based
on WEXEA. Both are denoted as Basic annotations and
WEXEA, respectively.
Table 4 shows statistics we collected based on these two
datasets. While containing the same number of articles,
the number of annotations we found increased by ≈ 411%.
Specifically the number of article entities (i.e. mentions of
the entity an article is about, which is not linked at all in
Wikipedia; denoted as Article entity per article) increased
even further. This supports the large potential for entity
mention annotations in Wikipedia.

5.2. Distant supervision datasets
One of the main challenges of RE approaches is to acquire
annotated datasets (entities and relations). Therefore, we
show how to extract such datasets for a whole set of rela-
tions using DS.
We used DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009), a project aiming
to extract structured information from Wikipedia infoboxes
as subject-relation-object triples, to extract pairs of entities
(each DBpedia entity directly corresponds to a Wikipedia
entity) that are linked in DBpedia. Table 5 shows statistics
from the collected data. We found slightly more relevant
triples than entity pairs, since it is possible for the same
entity pair to participate in multiple relations.

Basic annotations WEXEA
Relations 5734 7398
Sentences 2,223,167 6,321,166
Unique pairs
(avg per relation) 113 162

Table 6: Extraction potential from both datasets using dis-
tant supervision.

Relation/No. sentences Basic annotations WEXEA
location 77,244 190,073
issue 28,243 84,389
birthPlace 13,336 82,637
predecessor 24,604 79,114
league 41,958 71,791
country 21,267 69,376
deathPlace 8,122 50,247
capital 23,900 44,864
headquarters 7,367 42,900
coachTeam 11,314 35,798
spouse 5,405 32,464
founder 11,350 31,156
husband 1,868 21,668
wife 1,815 20,350

Table 7: Selection of DBpedia relations and number of sen-
tences found in both corpora.

For datasets created with DS (Mintz et al., 2009) the as-
sumption is, for each entity pair and relation that is used to
link the pair in the Knowledge Base, at least one (ideally
more) of the extracted sentences, containing this pair, ex-
presses the relation of interest. Therefore, the more unique
entity pairs with matching sentences per relation as well
as the more sentences per pair (hopefully) expressing this
relation, the better. Table 6 shows how many relations, sen-
tences and unique pairs we can extract from both corpora.
Due to the large amount of annotations in the WEXEA cor-
pus, we can increase the number of extracted sentences con-
taining relevant entity pairs by a factor of ≈ 3. We can ex-
tract sentences for more relations and also the number of
unique pairs per relation increases from 113 to 162.
Table 7 shows 14 relations and the number of sentences
found for each relation in both corpora with matching entity
pairs. For all of these relations this number can be largely
increased using our WEXEA corpus, creating datasets for
RE using DS.

6. Conclusion
We created WEXEA, an approach in order to exhaustively
annotate mentions of entities in Wikipedia, resulting in a
large corpus of almost 3,000,000 articles with many more
annotations than the original Wikipedia dump contains.
The code is publicly available and can be applied to the
latest Wikipedia dump, which is free to download, by ev-
eryone. Furthermore, we showed how this can be useful for
Relation Extraction datasets based on such a corpus, DBpe-
dia and Distant Supervision. Again, many more sentences
can be extracted for more relations than using a Wikipedia-
based corpus without additional annotations.
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So far we were only concerned with creating a corpus using
the English version of Wikipedia. However, Wikipedia is
available for 307 languages and although the number of ar-
ticles per language varies significantly, we believe that our
approach can be used for other versions as well in order to
create similar corpora, especially since we are only using
minimal language-dependent resources. We leave this for
future work.
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